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Since the late Qing Dynasty, a large number of Fujian people began to come  
to live in Indonesia which the most populous and most resource-rich country in 
Southeast Asia. From "Broker" during semi- colonial colonial economic period, to 
discrimination and exclusion, subject to the Chinese economy during Sukarno period, 
at last driven by the new economic policy about reform and opening up and  
focusing on economic development, the impact on social economic development that 
Suharto ruling after 1965, major Chinese enterprise groups which Painstaking efforts, 
hard work hard continue to develop and expand business, to occupy a pivotal position 
in Indonesia economic development, that has made great contributions to it. After the 
Asian financial crisis, the Chinese enterprise groups have been subjected to severe 
impact. With the economic recovery in Indonesia, the adjustment of the Enterprise 
Group operation mode and the expansion of overseas investment, the Chinese 
enterprise groups have gradually out of the crisis. 
This paper build the base on the domestic and foreign research literature on the 
Indonesia Chinese enterprise groups, cites their definition of Fujian business, 
Indonesia Overseas Chinese economic, political and educational situation after World 
War II as the background, then analysis of the characteristics of Fujian Chinese 
enterprise groups in Indonesia from the scale of development, industry distribution, 
the mode of operation, overseas investment. Summary of Indonesia Fujian--Chinese 
enterprise group development status, came to the conclusion that over-reliance on 
policy direction and rapid expansion resulting in lack of funds often makes the 
Fujian-Chinese enterprise group decline from prosperity to go . 
In addition, this paper selects three famous Fujian-Chinese enterprise group: 
Salim Group, Lippo Group, Sinar Mas Group to do specific discourse, and focus on 
Salim Group to analysis achieved results that how to change "policies to boost" to 














considerable success of Salim Group on integration of internal resources, mature 
growth plate, and open up new areas to meet market demand. Finally, forward-looking 
development prospects on Indonesia Fujian--Chinese enterprise group: relying on a 
broad market prospect and full natural resources of Indonesia to expand their 
enterprise, accelerate the process of investment in China and the development of 
Indonesia economics. 
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